
BUSINESS PRESENTATION BACKGROUND TEMPLATES

These are the best ppt templates for project presentations, corporate meetings and business pitches. Work right away in
Google Slides or download the template.

The way your slides are designed should pique their curiosity. Also, make sure the photograph matches the
topic of your presentation. Overlay semi-transparent boxes for the content. The customizations include the
complete change of color theme from variants option in design menu. The next set of templates is perfect for
bringing out your inner photographer. But fret no more. Edit and Download Fullscreen cityscape Use a
high-quality image of a city skyline with some sky for a visual that expands towards the horizon. The
smartly-dressed human icons that are present on every slide will add a nice corporate touch to your
presentation. From metalworks to machinery details, choose an interesting industrial detail and add a bit of
transparency. These include the doughnut charts, hierarchical 5 step diagram and 4 segment process flow. You
can use close up bokeh or a more expansive design with tiny bokeh. A stark black background will always
look great with light colored content on top. Edit and Download Scattered multicolored pixel circles Colorful
backgrounds are common in presentation slides. Edit and Download Abstract macro photo background in a
dark color A dark and moody background works great with a bright color theme. The fiery reds and deep
orange colors give off a completely different vibe than those cactus designs but deliver the same high impact.
This resume PowerPoint template by Slideist will help you do just that. Better if you use a photo of the actual
city where the company is located. Natural sands come in lots of different tonalities so choose the one that
matches your content best. The neon heart rate is animated to pulse across the slides just like on a real
monitor. It will look really interesting in a presentation about technology, artificial intelligence and science.
Neon colors will also look amazing. Sailboat PowerPoint template Use this sailboat template to conjure up
thoughts of sun-soaked beach vacations for your audience. So use this pitch deck template to start your
business off on the right foot. These slides cover an overview, services, processes, roadmap, timeline, global
reach and contact information. Cloud PowerPoint template This light and airy cloud background template is
perfect for science presentations, nature conservation groups, and businesses related to sleep, weather, and so
much more. Sea turtle PowerPoint template For beach and underwater-themed presentations, or if you just
prefer sea turtles over land animals, this free template featuring bright turquoise colors is sure to please any
crowd  These 20 templates will be literal life-savers! You can even use the water to give the content direction
like a leading line. You no longer need to take a few days off from work just to finish your presentation.


